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After studying EACH page of EACH tab of lesson 4.07, you will be able to: 

 correctly use Negative Expressions in Spanish sentences. 

For this Voice Activity, you will need to create 2 complete Spanish 

sentences using NEGATIVE expressions in real life situations. Try your 

best to include many details. Improve your pronunciation and fluency by listening 
to the vocabulary audio recordings in the lesson several times, repeating the 
words out loud, and rehearsing your script several times before recording it. 

FIRST, let’s take a look at the vocabulary. 
 
Which are the Spanish NEGATIVE Expressions? 

 
 The NEGATIVE expressions in Spanish are: 
 
nunca: never  
nada : nothing / not anything 
nadie : no one / not anyone  
ninguno / ninguna :none /  not any 

 
For example: 
 
I NEVER go to school on Sundays. 
NO ONE buys food at the library. 
I do NOTHING during my vacation. 
I DON'T do ANY of my chores on Friday nights. 
 

 
 

The word NO has to be present in the sentence before the verb, if the 

negative expression is used at the end of the sentence. ( Yes, we use 
double negatives in  Spanish sentences, and it's correct, based on 
what I just explained. ) ( Examples:  “ I don’t see anyone”. “I don’t 
cook anything.”) 



 
But if the negative expression is used at the beginning of the 
sentence, then you don't need to use the word NO. 
 
( Examples: “ Nothing scares me.”  “ No one came to the party.” 
 
 

 

NEXT:  Use the Vocabulario listed above in COMPLETE 
SPANISH SENTENCES, to create 2 sentences about real 
life situations, using Negative Expressions.  

 

1. _______________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________ 

 

 

EXAMPLES:  (PLEASE, WRITE YOUR OWN ORIGINAL 

SENTENCES.) 

Yo no compré ninguna camisa ayer. ( I didn’t buy any shirts 

yesterday. ) 

Nadie trabaja conmigo. ( No one works with me. ) 

 

Nunca bailo en las fiestas. ( I never dance at parties. ) 

 

No tengo nada que hacer ahora. ( I have nothing to do now. ) 


